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Conditional statistics of passive-scalar mixing in a confined wake flow
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Experimental results for conditional statistics in a confined turbulent wake were compared to the
linear model and the transported probability density function PDF model for predicting the
velocity conditioned on scalar mixture fraction and to a linear model for predicting the scalar
mixture fraction conditioned on velocity. For velocity conditioned on scalar mixture fraction, the
linear model was found to accurately predict the conditional transverse velocity, but for the
conditional streamwise velocity, agreement between the experiments and the linear model was poor.
The transverse conditional velocity was accurately predicted by the transported PDF model, but for
the streamwise conditional velocity, a modified transported PDF model that incorporated two
components of the scalar diffusivity tensor had to be used. Finally, it was found that a linear model
for predicting the fluctuating scalar conditioned on velocity performed poorly due to the strongly
non-Gaussian scalar PDF at the downstream locations investigated. © 2008 American Institute of
Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2930671
Turbulent mixing of scalars is a common occurrence in
many flows in the chemical processing industry, in combus-
tion processes, and in the environment. Accordingly, accurate
modeling of scalar mixing is of great importance in computer
simulations of turbulent flows. One fundamental model used
in turbulent reacting flows is the conditional moment closure
CMC.1,2 However, the CMC method introduces a number
of additional unknowns, such as the conditional mean veloc-
ity, the conditional scalar dissipation, and the conditional
scalar diffusion, and these additional terms must be modeled.
There are numerous models for predicting the condi-
tional scalar dissipation and conditional scalar diffusion,3–5
as well as a large body of experimental data for these
quantities.6–9 However, the conditional velocity has received
comparatively little attention from both modelers and experi-
mentalists.
One common model for the velocity conditioned on a
scalar is the linear model:10,11
U = U +
u
2
 −  , 1
where  is the conserved scalar,  is the sample space vari-
able for , U is the instantaneous velocity vector, u is the
fluctuating velocity, U is the unconditional mean velocity,
U = U = is the mean velocity conditioned on 
=, u are the scalar fluxes, 2 is the scalar variance,
and  is the mean conserved scalar. Implicit in this model
is the assumption that the joint probability density function
PDF between the velocity and the conserved scalar is
Gaussian,10 a condition that is not met, for example, in inho-
mogeneous shear flows.12,13
A second model for the velocity conditioned on the sca-
lar is the gradient-PDF model proposed by Pope:14
U = U −
DT
P
P
x
, 2
where DT is the turbulent diffusivity, x is the spatial coordi-
nate vector, and P is the PDF of the conserved scalar.
Recently, the authors presented a comparison of experi-
mental measurements of conditional velocity statistics and
model predictions of these conditional statistics models for a
confined turbulent jet.15 In this paper, the authors expand on
this work by presenting similar comparisons for a confined
wake flow.
Simultaneous particle image velocimetry PIV and pla-
nar laser induced fluorescence PLIF experiments were per-
formed in a turbulent shear flow facility that has been de-
scribed in detail previously in the literature16 and is shown
schematically in Fig. 1. Details of the simultaneous PIV/
PLIF technique employed in this study have also been pre-
viously presented.17 The experimental test section is rectan-
gular with a cross section measuring 10060 mm2 with an
overall length of 1 m. The inlet to the test section consists of
three identical streams with cross sections measuring
10020 mm2. Upstream of the test section, these streams
are separated by a pair of splitter plates. Two turbulent wake
regions are formed at the inlet to the test section from the
boundary layers that form along the splitter plates separating
the inner stream from the outer streams. For the experiments
presented here, the volumetric flow rates of each of the inlet
streams was 1.0 l /s, corresponding to inlet stream velocities
of 1.0 m /s. The Reynolds number based on the hydraulic
diameter of the test section and the bulk velocity was 37 500.
The fluorescent dye rhodamine 6G was used as a passive
scalar and was dissolved at a concentration of 45 g / l in the
center stream, while the outer two streams were tap water.
Data were collected at seven downstream locations: x /d=0,
1, 4.5, 7.5, 12, 15, and 30, where x is the downstream loca-
tion and d is the width of the inlet streams. Mean velocity
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and concentrations, Reynolds stresses, and concentration
fluctuation data for this flow have been presented
previously,18 and will not be repeated here.
Because the PDF is an important component of both the
CMC and transported PDF models, the experimentally mea-
sured PDFs of the conserved scalar are presented in Fig. 2
for two representative downstream locations, x /d=4.5 and
12. To generate this plot, the scalar data were divided into 20
bins between zero and 1. In Fig. 2 and other plots presented
in this paper, transverse positions are given in terms of ,
which is defined as the distance from the centerline of the
test section to the left peak in the transverse profile of the
scalar variance, such that the left peak in the scalar variance
profile appears at y=−. The lines on the plots correspond to
the beta PDF, which can be found by using
P =
a + b
ab
a−11 − b−1, 3
where
a =  1 − 
2
− 1	 , 4
b = a
1 − 

, 5
and  is the gamma function. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the
beta PDF accurately describes the experimental data at both
downstream locations and also at the other downstream lo-
cations not shown, a result similar to that observed in the
previously published confined turbulent jet measurements.15
Moreover, since P is described by the beta PDF, the
joint PDF between the velocity and the conserved scalar can-
not be Gaussian, bringing into question the accuracy of ap-
plying models that assume Gaussian behavior of the joint
PDF, such as the linear model. For this reason, the accuracy
of the linear model, as well as the gradient-PDF model, have
been evaluated by using data collected with simultaneous
PIV and PLIF.
Figure 3 shows the velocity fluctuations conditioned on
the scalar concentration from the experimental data normal-
ized according to Eq. 1. In Fig. 3, only results from bins
that include at least 15 samples are shown in order to reduce
the scatter. Also, because the turbulent fluxes are used in the
normalization, only positions where the local turbulent fluxes
have a magnitude greater than 0.001 are displayed to avoid
dividing by a very small number.
Comparisons of the conditional streamwise velocity with
predictions of the linear model are shown in Figs. 3a and
3b for downstream locations x /d=4.5 and 12, respectively.
At both locations, there is generally poor agreement between
the model predictions and the experimental data, although
the model prediction is more accurate within the range of
FIG. 1. A schematic of the turbulent shear flow test section.
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FIG. 2. The comparison of the experimental probability densities symbols
and beta PDFs lines for x /d=4.5 and x /d=12 at transverse locations. y
=0, , thin line; y=− /2, , dotted line; y=−3 /4, , short-dash-dot line;
y=−, , long-dash line; y=−5 /4, , long-dash-dot line.
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−  /rms1 than for greater deviations from the mean
scalar concentration.
The linear model does a much better job of predicting
the conditional transverse velocity. Comparisons with predic-
tions of the linear model are shown in Figs. 3c and 3d for
the same two downstream locations. For both of these loca-
tions, the linear model accurately predicts the conditional
transverse velocity within the range of −  /rms2.
However, for  far from , the linear model poorly pre-
dicts the conditional transverse velocity, a result consistent
with that found by Li and Bilger10 and de Bruyn Kops and
Mortensen.19 Also, the range over which the linear relation-
ship holds increases as the downstream distance grows
larger, due to the joint PDF becoming increasingly Gaussian
as the downstream distance increases. Note that in this con-
fined turbulent wake case, there is no mean shear to generate
turbulence, and at locations farther downstream than x /d
=12, the turbulence in the wake decays to very low intensi-
ties, making experimental measurements of conditional sta-
tistics unreliable at locations further downstream.
A comparison of the conditional velocity as predicted by
the gradient-PDF model with the experimental data for x /d
=4.5 and x /d=12 is shown in Fig. 4. In calculating the con-
ditional mean velocity, the results from Eq. 3 have been
used since the beta PDF has been shown to accurately de-
scribe the scalar PDF for this flow. The turbulent diffusivity
is evaluated by using
DT =
− v
/y
. 6
The comparisons of the conditional mean transverse ve-
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FIG. 3. Experimentally measured mean streamwise top and transverse bottom velocity conditioned on scalar mixture fraction for x /d=4.5 and x /d=12
compared to predictions from the linear model. y=− /2, , dotted line; y=−3 /4, , short-dash-dot line; y=−7 /8, , short-dash line; y=−, , long-dash
line; y=−9 /8, , dash-dot-dot line; y=−5 /4, , long-dash-dot line; y=−3 /2, , bold line.
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locity predicted by the gradient-PDF model at x /d=4.5 and
x /d=12 is shown in Figs. 4a and 4b, respectively, and
show very good agreement between the model and experi-
ment. However, as in the previous confined jet study,15 the
gradient-PDF model does a poor job of predicting the con-
ditional mean streamwise velocity at these two downstream
locations not shown. This inaccuracy is not unexpected
since the gradient-PDF model uses only a single value for
the turbulent diffusivity.
Feng et al.15 demonstrated that the gradient-PDF model
could be improved by using two components of the turbulent
diffusivity tensor, which can be easily determined from the
simultaneous PIV/PLIF data. Feng et al. suggested that the
conditional velocities could instead be calculated by using
u = −
D12
P
P
y
, 7
v = −
D22
P
P
y
, 8
where D22 is the same as DT presented in Eq. 6 and
D12 =
− u
/y
. 9
The comparison of the results predicted by this improved
gradient-PDF model at x /d=4.5 and x /d=12 is shown in
Figs. 5a and 5b, respectively. These results indicate that
the improved gradient-PDF model enhances the agreement
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FIG. 4. Experimentally measured conditional transverse velocity for x /d
=4.5 and x /d=12 compared to predictions from the gradient-PDF model.
y=0, , thin line; y=− /2, , dotted line; y=−3 /4, , short-dash-dot
line; y=−, , long-dash line; y=−5 /4, , long-dash-dot line.
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FIG. 5. Experimentally measured conditional streamwise velocity for x /d
=4.5 and x /d=12 compared to predictions from the improved gradient-PDF
model. y=0, , thin line; y=− /2, , dotted line; y=−3 /4, , short-dash-
dot line; y=−, , long-dash line; y=−5 /4, , long-dash-dot line.
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between the predicted and measured conditional mean
streamwise velocities compared to the gradient-PDF model
using only a single turbulent diffusivity, although the agree-
ment is not as good as when the improved gradient-PDF
model was applied in the previous confined jet study.15
Finally, the scalar mean conditioned on velocity,  Ui,
was measured and compared to the linear model proposed by
Pope20 for homogeneous isotropic turbulence with an im-
posed uniform mean scalar gradient. We use this model for
the mean scalar conditioned on both the streamwise and
transverse velocity components:
Ui =  +
ui
ui
2
Ui − Ui , 10
where Ui are the streamwise and transverse components of
the velocity U.
Figure 6 shows the experimentally measured fluctuating
scalar conditioned on velocities, normalized in accordance
with Eq. 10, and the linear model Eq. 10. As in Fig. 3,
only data at positions where the local turbulent fluxes are
greater than 0.001 are presented in these plots.
The fluctuating scalar conditioned on streamwise veloc-
ity at x /d=4.5 and 12 is shown in Figs. 6a and 6b, and
the fluctuating scalar conditioned on transverse velocity at
x /d=4.5 and 12 is shown in Figs. 6c and 6d. At these
locations, a significant difference is observed between the
normalized experimental data and the linear relationship.
This result is not unexpected since the strongly non-Gaussian
scalar PDF at these locations may invalidate the linear form
of  Ui according to the argument by Fox.21 In the earlier
work on conditional statistics in a confined turbulent jet,
Feng et al.15 found that as the PDF evolved more closely
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FIG. 6. Experimentally measured mean scalar mixture fraction conditioned on streamwise top and transverse bottom velocities for x /d=4.5 and x /d
=12 compared to predictions from the linear model. y=− /2, , dotted line; y=−3 /4, , short-dash-dot line; y=−7 /8, , short-dash line; y=−, ,
long-dash line; y=−9 /8, , dash-dot-dot line; y=−5 /4, , long-dash-dot line; y=−3 /2, , bold line.
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toward Gaussian, the linear model became continuously bet-
ter in approximating the experimental results. However, re-
call that in this confined turbulent wake case, there is no
mean shear to generate turbulence, and at locations farther
downstream than x /d=12, the turbulence in the wake decays
to very low intensities, making experimental measures of
conditional statistics unreliable for far downstream locations.
In summary, conditional statistics of passive-scalar mix-
ing were measured by using a simultaneous PIV/PLIF tech-
nique, and the results were compared to two models for pre-
dicting velocity conditioned on scalar mixture fraction, the
linear model and the transported PDF model, and to a linear
model for predicting scalar mixture fraction conditioned on
velocity. For velocity conditioned on scalar mixture fraction,
the linear model was found to accurately predict the condi-
tional transverse velocity, but agreement for the conditional
streamwise velocity between the experiments and the linear
model was poor. The transverse conditional velocity was ac-
curately predicted by the transported PDF model, but for the
streamwise conditional velocity, good agreement between
the experiment and model could only be achieved by using a
modified transported PDF model that incorporated two com-
ponents of the scalar diffusivity tensor. Finally, it was found
that a linear model for predicting the fluctuating scalar con-
ditioned on velocity performed poorly due to the strongly
non-Gaussian scalar PDF at the downstream locations inves-
tigated.
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